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Carbon nanomaterials have excellent humidity sensing performance. Here, we demonstrate that reduced-graphene-oxide(rGO) based conductive films with different thermal reduction times have gradient and invertible humidity/electrical
resistance responses: rGO films (< 11 h, negative response, regarded as a signal of “0”), rGO films (around 11-13 h, balance
point) and rGO films (> 13 h, negative response, regarded as a signal of “1”). We propose a new mechanism that describes
a “scale”-like model for rGO films to explain these behaviors based on contributions from Ohm-contact resistance and
capacitive reactance at interplate junctions, and intrinsic resistances of the nanoplates, respectively. This mechanism is
accordingly validated via a series of experiments and electrical impedance spectroscopies, which complement more
classical models based on proton conductivity. To explore the practical applications of the converse humidity/resistance
responses, three simple flexible logic devices were developed, i) a rGO pattern for humidity-insensitive conductive film,
which has the potential to greatly improve the stability of carbon-based electrical device to humidity; ii) a Janus pattern of
rGO films for gesture recognition, which is very useful to human/machine interactions; iii) a sandwich pattern of rGO films
for 3-dimensional (3D) noncontact sensing, which will be complementary to existing 3D touch technique.

Introduction
Carbon-nanomaterials-based humidity sensors (carbon
nanotubes, CNTs and reduced graphene oxide, rGO) are
attracting more attention in recent years owing to their
1-3
excellent humidity-sensing capability, which also have
been extensively applied to semiconductor manufacturing,4
packaging industry,5 pharmaceutical and food processing,6,7
electronic processing,8 etc.. Compared with traditional
humidity sensing materials, like ceramics (e.g., Al2O3 and
Si3N4),9,10 metal oxides (e.g., SnO2, and GaN)11,12 and polymers
13,14
(e.g., polyelectrolytes and conducting polymers),
carbonbased nanomaterials usually exhibit larger surface-to-volume
ratio, faster response, higher mechanical and chemical
stability, lower cost, and suitability for large-scale
manufacture and deployment.15,16
The humidity-sensing mechanisms of carbon nanomaterials
were also investigated via theoretical calculations and
experimental demonstrations.17,18 Based on the generally

accepted explanation of protonic conduction model, their
sensing behaviours are strong related to the hydrophilic
functional groups (e.g., epoxy, hydroxyl, and carboxyl), which
can absorb or desorb water molecules in the environment
with high efficiency through physical diffusion or hydrogen
19,20
The absorbed water molecules can produce
bonding.
+
hydronium ions (H3O ) as charge carriers through an ionized
process when an electrostatic field is applied to the carbon
nanomaterials.21 Experimental results show that water
molecules are observed to increase the electrical
conductivity of n-type nanomaterials and to decrease the
electrical conductivity of p-type nanomaterials.22,23 Although
CNTs behave similarly to p-type nanomaterials and rGOs
behave similarly to n-type nanomaterials in terms of their
24,25
resistance response to humidity,
we cannot simply
conclude that these materials should be grouped
accordingly.26,27 Categorization of these materials requires
that we also consider the microstructure of each material.
This type of investigation will further clarify how water
molecules affect the resistance response and ultimately the
electrical conductivity of these materials.
Here, to exactly explain the opposite humidity/resistance
response of CNT and rGO to humidity stimulus, meanwhile
avoiding the influence from the differences in
microstructures, rGO films with different thermal reduction
times were employed, as well as explore their promising
applications.
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First, a “scale”-like model was introduced to describe the
microstructure of rGO film, combining the changes in
intrinsic resistance of the plates and junction resistance
between the plates (Figure 1a). Then, a gradient and
investible humidity/resistance response of rGO films with
different thermal reduction times under identical conditions
was presented: rGO with less reduction time decrease their
resistance (negative response), that with more reduction
time increase their resistance (positive response, like that of
CNTs), as well as a balance point showing a humidityinsensitive performance.
Second, we experimentally investigated the gradient change
of physical/chemical performance of rGO films with different
thermal reduction times, and explained the invertible
behavior through the contribution from ohm-contact
resistance and capacitive reactance at interplate junctions,
and intrinsic resistances of the nanoplates, respectively,
based on electrical impedance spectroscopy.
Third, we explore how the gradient and invertible
humidity/resistance response of rGO films with different
thermal-reduction times can be applied to flexible logic
devices via simple logic-pattern designs (negative response
defined as“0” and positive response as “1”), incl. i) a type of
humidity-insensitive rGO film close to “zero”-resistance
rlative change independent of changing humidity (defined at
± 0.3 %); ii) a Janus pattern of rGO films (positive-negative)
for egesture recognition; iii) a sandwich pattern of rGO films
(positive-negative-positive or negative-positive-negative) for
3-dimensional (3D) noncontact sensing technique.

Figure 1. Electrical resistance responses to humidity and physical
performance of rGO films with different thermal reduction times. a)
Scale microstructural model for rGO films, and b) the equivalent
electrical circuitry model representing intrinsic and junctiondependent resistance responses (RIntrinsic and RJunction: intrinsic
resistance and resistance at junction of rGO; RIon and CEDL:
contribution of resistance change from environmental
humidity). c) The measurement illustration used to investigate

the humidity/resistance response; A human-index finger is the
source of humidity; The size of carbon film is 10 × 10 mm. d)
The gradient and invertible humidity/resistance response of
rGO films with different thermal reduction times, incl. negative
response, positive response and balance point (the defined
standard: resistance variation: ± 0.3 %), and e) the corresponding
cyclic performance; Inset in e) is the enlarged image of the
balance point; The test frequency is around 1 Hz. The gradient
physical/chemical performance: f) sheet resistance, g) element
oxygen (O)/carbon(C) ratio and contact angle, h) Raman
spectrums of rGO films with different thermal reduction times;
Insets in f) are SEM images of rGO films with the scale bar of 1
µm. Insets in g) are the digital images of contact angles. Note
that the room humidity is 41.3 % RH, the default thermalreduction temperature is 150 ℃, and every data point is the
average value from three samples.

Results and discussion
To exactly explain why CNT and rGO films have a converse
resistance response to humidity stimulus, rGO films were employed
because of their tunable physical/chemical performance via
different thermal reduction times. In specific, with the longer
thermal reduction time, its physical/chemical performance
28
(hydrophobicity, conductivity, etc.) is close to that of CNT films.
More important, the differences in microstructures between CNT
and rGO films (bulk density, junction amount, etc.) also can be
avoided effectively.
Accordingly, a “scale”-like model was introduced to describe the
microstructure of rGO film, which can be confirmed through the
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) of rGO film in Figure 1a. Thus,
total macroscopic resistance of rGO films is mainly composed of the
intrinsic resistance of the nanoplate (RIntrinsic) and the junction
29,30
resistance between nanoplates (RJunction, RJunction > RIntrinsic).
As moisture absorption increases, each film responds with a
different resistance. The intrinsic-resistance response involves the
+
formation of hydronium ions (H3O ), which behave as charge
carriers that tend to decrease the intrinsic resistance (negative
response), indicating its weaker influence to the macroscopic
resistance of rGO film. Resistance at junctions involves the
intercalation of water molecules at the interface between
nanoplates, which not only increases the interplate distance due to
the humidity expansion of rGO film, but also causes a switch from
31
ohmic-type to ohmic/capacitive-type behavior. According to Ohm
law, the increased distance leads to the increase of ohm-contact
resistance, whereas the generated capacitive contact (electrical
double layer, CEDL) induced the decrease of RJunction due to its
32
parallel connection to ohm-contact resistance. Thus, the final
response behavior of RJunction is the balanced results of Rohm-contact
(thermal-reduction time and humidity dependent) and CEDL
(humidity dependent). Besides, these are represented schematically
by the equivalent electrical circuit shown in Figure 1b.

Gradient response in resistance to humidity
To explain the above issue, we fabricated rGO-based conductive
patterns (10 × 10 mm) of each with comparable thicknesses (26 ± 3
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nm) on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrates (Figure S1).
Humidity was controlled by adjusting the distance between the
finger and the conductive film, as seen in Figure 1c.
Figure 1d summarized the relative resistance change of rGO films
with different thermal-reduction times to humidity (Delta R/R0 = (R1
– R0)/R0, where R0 and R1 are the original and updated resistance,
respectively). In specific, with the increase of thermal-reduction
time at 150 ℃ and the relative humidity changing from 41.3 % to 95
%, the negative change in resistance of GO films (around -13.7 % for
2 h) reached zero for around 12 h, then switched to a positive
resistance response (2.4 % for 18 h). Similar phenomena also can be
observed at other humidity changes from 41.3% to 60 %, to 80 %,
respectively. Moreover, the corresponding cyclic-response curves
were shown in Figure 1e to confirm the stability of humidity sensing
capability of rGO films. It can be seen that the resistance change at
balance point is only about 0.18 % when the relative humidity
changes from 41.3 % to 95 %, which meets the humidity-insensitive
standard within 0.3 % we defined here.
To reveal what has happened, the physical/chemical performance
of rGO films with different thermal-reduction times was monitored.
Results in Figure 1f show that the sheet resistance of rGO films
decreased from 69 Mohm (4 h) to 3 Mohm (12 h) to 0.8 Mohm (18
h) though we almost can’t found any change in microstructure
(inset SEM images of Figure 1f). Meanwhile, the O:C ratio decreased
from 42.3 (4 h) to 27 (12 h) to 21 (18 h), compared with the DIwater based contact angle from 22 ° (4 h) to 77 ° (12 h) to 94 ° (18
h), respectively, as seen in Figure 1g and Figure S2. Moreover, we
also observed the gradient variation of the intensity- D/G ratio
(ID/IG) in their Raman plots in Figure 1h, which presented a lower
value in rGO film that underwent a longer reduction time from
0.977 (4 h) to 0.947 (12 h) to 0.903 (18 h), respectively, indicating
the increase of purity and decrease of defect of rGO films.
According to previous reports, these gradient changes have to
contribute to the gradual decrease of the number of hydrophilic
functional groups (e.g., epoxy, hydroxyl and carboxyl) on the
surface of rGO particles via the detachment of water molecules,
along with the number of defects during the reduction process.

Figure 2. Theoretical analysis of invertible humidity/resistance
response via electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). a) Electrical
impedance spectroscopies and b) Humidity/impedance response of
rGO films with different thermal-reduction times; The default room
humidity of 41.3 % RH, and the test frequency is 1 kHz. The
resistance behavior in response to humidity of the components in
the equivalent circuit models (Figure 1b): c) RIntrinsic; e) RJunction; f)
ROhm-contact and Xc (CEDL depended, calculated via the equation of
XC= 1/(2πfCEDL)) at junctions; respectively. g) The possible
equivalent circuit models of rGO films suffered by humidity stimulus
generated via a MATLAB-based impedance curve fitting program: gi, intrinsic resistance and g-ii, junction resistance of rGO film with
low humidity (uncontinous ion route), g-iii, macroscopic resistance
of rGO film with high humidity (continuous ion route), respectively,
as well as the corresponding mechanism illustrations of various
resistance variations. The red arrows is used to show the logic
relationship from a) to f). The green arrows in from b) to f) is used
to show the trend of resistance change to different humidities and
thermal-reduction times. The red area in b) and c) shows the
influence from a high humidity environment. The default sample
size was 10 × 10 mm fabricated using an ink concentration of 0.1
mg/ml. Room RH was 41.3 % and room temperature was 25.2 ℃.
Every data point is the average value from three samples.

Invertible response in resistance to humidity
To address the invertible humidity/resistance response behavior,
the relative contributions of RIntrinsic, Rohm-contact and CEDL at junction
of rGO film were analyzed via electrical impedance spectroscopy
(EIS), as seen in Figure 2a to 2f. The corresponding equivalent
circuits were generated via a MATLAB-based impedance curve
33-35
fitting program (S1 and Figure 2g).
Figure 2a and S3 presented the EIS plots of rGO films with different
thermal-reduction times at different environmental , 20 %, 41.3 %,
60 %, 80 %, and 95 %, RH, respectively. Results show that, with the
increase of thermal-reduction time, both the real and the imaginary
parts of the resistance decreased, indicating the electrical
improvement of rGO via thermal reduction. Whereas, to
demonstrate the responding differences of each film, the
impedance values at 1 kHz were collected and plotted, as seen in
Figure 2b. In specific, when the thermal-reduction time below 11 h,
the impedance of rGO films decreased with the increased humidity,
showing a negative response. On the contrary, when the thermalreduction time above 13 h, the impedance of rGO films increased
with the increased humidity, showing a positive response. Within
11-13 h of the thermal-reduction time, the impedance of rGO films
is close to stable, showing the humidity-insensitive performance.
These gradient and invertible response behaviors are high
consistent with what we have got in Figure 1d and 1e. Accordingly,
the possible equivalent circuit models of rGO films suffered by
humidity stimulus in Figure 1b was further revealed via a MATLABbased impedance curve fitting program, as well as the
corresponding mechanism illustrations of resistance variation, as
seen in Figure 2g. The excellent fitting results in Figure S4 indicate
the efficiency of this strategy.
When humidity is low (e.g. < 85 % RH), the generated hydronium
ions (H3O+) can’t form a continuous conductive route. As for RIntrinsic,
only partial area of rGO nanoplates (RrGO-plate) was influenced by
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Consequently, compared with the data in Figure 2c and 2d, it also
5
9
can be found that is RJunction (10 - 10 ohm) always lager than RIntrinsic
3
7
(10 - 10 ohm), around 100 times for the same rGO film. This is
consistent with our previous report that RJunction plays a crucial role
in a nanomaterial-based conductive film. Therefore, the humidity
response of RJunction was further revealed via the contribution of
both ROhm-connect and CEDL. As for ROhm-connect, it is proportional to
environmental humidity, and inversely proportional to thermalreduction time, as analyzed above and verified in Figure 2e. As for
CEDL, it’s influence can be presented via capacitive reactance (Xc,
36
Xc=1/(2πfCEDL)), as seen in S1 and Figure 2f, which presented a jus
opposite proportional relationship to environmental humidity, and
a similar proportional relationship to thermal-reduction time,
compared with ROhm-connect.
However, we found that, as for rGO films with less thermalreduction time (< 10 h), the value of Xc is lower than ROhm-connect,
which means that RJunction is close to demonstrate the response
behavior of Xc to humidity due to their parallel connection,
negative response. With more thermal-reduction time (< 13 h),
ROhm-connect decrease quickly due to the improved macroscopic
electrical resistance of rGO film. Whereas, Xc is relative stable,
which is mainly humidity dependent, as well as the decrease of
functional groups on rGO nanoplate, which can generate ions to
form CEDL. Therefore, ROhm-connect is lower than Xc, determining the
response behavior of RJunction, positive response. Between 11-13 h,
the variation of both ROhm-connect and Xc reached a balance point,
showing humidity-insensitive performance. This mechanism can
well explain phenomena in Figure 2b and 2d well.

Figure 3. Humidity-insensitive performance of rGO films. a)
Illustraton and b)-d) real-time humidity-resistance response curves
of rGO film (4 h, 12 h, 18 h, respectively) to a down/up motion of a
human-index finger and human breath; The ± 0.3 % in b), c) and d)
is the defined standard for humidity-insensitive materials. e) 3D
illustration of the mapped change in resistance across the
noncontact sensing logic devices based on a Gaussian function: rGO
films with different thermal-reduction times (1, 4 h; 2, 8 h; 3,10 h; 4,
12 h; 5, 14 h; 6, 16 h; 7, 18 h; respectively) with the balance scope
(11-13 h); Note that the positive resistance change represented by a
convex peak and the negative resistance change represented by a
concave peak. The default moving speed of human-index finger is:
1.8 s/period.

When humidity is high (e.g. > 85 % RH), a continuous ion path can
forms, which is parallel connected with rGO film and cause the
37
decrease of macroscopic electrical resistance of rGO film. The
corresponding equivalent circuit model can be seen in figure 2g-iii.
This is can be used to explain why the original increase trend of
resistance start to decrease, as seen in Figure 2b and 2c. This
phenomenon also have been reported before, and only explained
that the carbon materials have transferred from p-type to n-type
38
semiconductor.

Figure 4. Transparent, flexible noncontact-sensing logic devices. a)
Illustration and b) real-time resistance response to gesture
recognition from rGO (18 h) to rGO (4 h) with a fixed distance of 3
mm between human-index finger and rGO film. c) Illustration and d)
real-time resistance response of a 3D noncontact-sensing technique
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+

H3O (RIon), as illustrated in g-i. Due to the parallel connection
between RrGO-plate and RIon, humidity always makes RIntrinsic decrease.
This prediction can be confirmed in Figure 2c. As for RJunction, this
influence from humidity is more complex, as seen in g-ii. On one
side, the generated RIon forms CEDL between graphene nanoplates,
which is parallel connected with the original ROhm-connect. Similarly,
this influence will lead to the decrease of RJunction; On the other side,
the absorption of water molecules will make the increase of
distance between rGO nanoplates due to expansion of rGO films.
The reduction of contact area will result in the increase of ROhmconnect according to Ohm law. Therefore, the final change trend of
resistance at junctions is the combined results. Figure 2d present
the change of role intuitively, similar like that in Figure 1d, 1e and
2b.
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through a down/up period test of a human-index finger from 10
mm to 1 mm. 3D illustration of the mapped change in resistance
across the noncontact sensing logic devices based on a Gaussian
function: c) gesture recognition from 0-2-4-0; i) 3D noncontactsensing technique from 0-1-3-5-0; respectively. Note that the
positive resistance change represented by a convex peak and the
negative resistance change represented by a concave peak. The
default moving speed of human-index finger is: 1.8 s/period.

Application to flexible logic devices
Humidity-insensitive performance
We constructed one humidity-insensitive rGO-based conductive
film (10 × 10 mm) through adjusting its thermal-reduction time. The
mechanism of this performance is the balanced results of Ohmcontact resistance and capacitive-contact reactance to humidity
stimulus at the junctions of rGO film, as addressed above. Our
objective was to achieve near-zero relative change in resistance
(delta R/R0) independent of changing humidity, which we define as
less than 0.3 %.
A rGO-based conductive film reduced at 150 ℃ for 12 h were
chosen for demonstration with a sheet resistance of 4.2 ± 0.5
Mohm/sq, a transmittance of 87 % and its microstructure in Figure
1f and S1. This humidity-insensitive performance was verified
through its real-time resistance response to human-index finger and
breath, respectively (Figure 3a and 3b). It can be found that,
compared with rGO films with 4 h and 18 h in Figure 3a and 3c, the
variations in resistance of rGO (12 h, Figure 3b) to human finger and
breath are within the range of ± 0.3 % of its original resistance,
which meet the condition of humidity insensitive materials we
defined above. Besides, this performance is further demonstrated
39
by the 3D illustration based on a Gaussian function in Figure 3c.
More details can refer to Video-1#, -2# and -3#.

Gesture recognition
Two films (sample size is 10 × 5 mm, 1/2 length for rGO (4 h), 1/2
length for rGO (18 h)) were combined on a PET substrate (Figure 3d)
to create a gesture recognition device by exploiting the opposite
resistance responses of both rGO films to humidity.[40] This
transparent flexible logic device is presented in Figure S5a and 5b,
and their microstructure can be seen in Figure S6.
The efficiency of the device was confirmed, as shown in Figure 3e
and Video-4#, by moving a human-index finger from rGO (18 h) to
rGO (4 h) to generate first a positive resistance response (defined as
peak-A) followed by negative resistance response (defined as peakB), and vice versa. The final relative change in resistance at each
time point is the combined result of the resistance response to
humidity of each film; this is further demonstrated by the 3D
illustration based on a Gaussian function in Figure 3f. The real-time
resistance-change profile shows that response periods were always
less than 1 s, a completely acceptable rate for practical applications.
The subsequent transparent, flexible device can recognize humanfinger gestures in a noncontact mode effectively.

was fabricated on an 10 × 5 mm PET substrate (Figure 3g, S5c and
S5d). Here, our objective was to determine whether this system
would be suitable for 3D noncontact sensing.41-43 Because fingertips
have a spherical shape, humidity is not introduced uniformly over
the area covered by the three conductive films. Thus, when the
human-index finger approaches the connected rGO (4 h)/rGO(18
h)/rGO(4 h) film, the rGO (18 h) portion of the film will sense its
humidity before the rGO (4 h) portion of the film. Thus, when the
finger approaches the center of the system, a positive resistance
response will first be generated by the rGO (18 h) portion of the
film, defined as peak-A, followed by a negative resistance response
generated by the rGO (4 h) portion of the film. When the
combination of these two changes in resistance cancel each other
out, resistance reaches zero, and if the resistance from the rGO (4
h) becomes stronger, resistance reaches the negative zone, defined
as peak-B. As the finger is slowly removed, resistance immediately
returns toward the positive zone, indicating stronger resistance
from the rGO (18 h), defined as peak-C. Therefore, each
introduction and removal of the finger (finger displacement) causes
three peaks (two positive and one negative) that correspond to
three signals.
Figure 3h shows that the profile is very regular from one cycle to
the next, with similar positive/negative peak values and response
times for each period (approximately 1.4 s). Consistency in response
time demonstrates that results have great repeatability and
stability. For a single-period profile, three peaks (two positive peaks
and one negative peak) are clearly identifiable. A single-period
profile is further demonstrated via 3D illustration based on a
Gaussian function in Figure 3i. More details can refer to Video-5#.

Conclusions
We demonstrate a phenomenon that a gradient, invertible
humidity/electrical resistance responses of rGO based
conductive films, which can be controlled via different
thermal-reduction times: rGO film (<11 h, negative response,
regarded as a signal of “0”), rGO film (around 11-13 h, balance
point) and rGO film (>13 h, negative response, regarded as a
signal of “1”). We propose a new mechanism with a “scale”like model for rGO films to explain these behaviors, and verify
it accordingly through electrical impedance spectroscopies,
which complement more classical models based on proton
conductivity. We explore three kinds of flexible logic devices,
incl. a rGO pattern for humidity-insensitive conductive film, a
Janus pattern of rGO films for gesture recognition, and a
sandwich pattern of rGO films for 3-dimensional (3D)
noncontact sensing, which will be complementary to existing
3D touch technique. Further investigations are necessary to
explore more avenues for their applications to flexible logic
devices, as well as other potential materials.

Experimental
3D noncontact-sensing technique
A transparent flexible pattern of equal sections of rGO (18 h)
sandwiched a section of rGO (4 h) (rGO (4 h)/rGO(18 h)/rGO(4 h))

Materials
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Graphene oxide ink (0.1 mg/ml) was prepared in the lab from
purified natural graphite (SP-1, Bay Carbon) by the Hummers
method with the plate diameter of 0.2-1.5 µm, as shown in
[31]
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) films were
Figure S1.
purchased from Teonex® Inc. with a thickness of 125 µm. DI water
was used in all experimental processes.

Fabrication of rGO-based flexible logic devices
RGO-based conductive films were prepared by drop casting on
a PET substrate. Specifically, PET films were treated with
oxygen plasma at 100 W for 60 s to improve the hydrophilicity
of the substrate. Next, the as-prepared inks were dropped
onto a rectangular Teflon frame (10 × 10 mm) using a Thermo
Scientific Finnpipette (0.2 - 2 µl) with a controlled surface
concentration of 1 µl/cm2. Before the Teflon frame was peeled
off, this ink were baked on an oven at 150 ℃ for 2 h, defined
as sample-1; for 4 h, defined as sample-2; for 6 h, defined as
sample-3, and so on. The entire process was performed gently
to achieve a homogeneous film.
RGO-based Janus pattern with the size of 10 × 5 mm (1/2
length for rGO (4 h), 1/2 length for rGO (18 h)) was fabricated
step by step according to above method. In specific, the
pattern of rGO (18 h) was deposited on PET substrate first via a
rectangular Teflon frame (5 × 5 mm). After baked at 150 ℃ for
14 h, the other rGO pattern (5 × 5 mm) was deposited
accordingly, then baked another 4 h.
RGO-based sandwich pattern with the size of 10 × 5 mm (1/3
for rGO (4 h), 1/3 for rGO (18 h), 1/3 for rGO (4 h),
respectively) was also fabricated was fabricated on PET
substrate step by step according to above method.

humidity. A climatic chamber (Tenney, T2RC, Thermal Product
Solutions) was used to provide the stable environment with a
desired humidity and temperature.
Note that a human-index finger was used as the humidity
source. To ensure precise control of the environmental
conditions, humidity and temperature around the finger were
thoroughly mapped using a humidity meter (TM325, Dickson),
as shown in the inset of Figure S8. Environmental humidity was
defined according to the distance (using a ruler) between the
index finger and the sample. This method is effective for
verifying the efficiency of these devices intuitively in practical
applications of human-finger electronics. The default room
relative humidity and temperature were 41.3 % and 25.2 ℃,
respectively.
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